ICONET Newsletter September 2020
ICONET is a 30-month, EU funded project launched in September 2018 with 16 partners
coordinated by Inlecom focussing on the vision and implementation of the Physical Internet (PI).
The project will finish in February 2021.

The realisation of the ICONET IoT environment; the Smart PI
Container, The Smart PI Pallet and the Smart PI Goods
The Smart PI container is the cornerstone of the ICONET finding. In fact, it is the brick that allows
the realisation of the IoT environment. A Smart PI container can be defined as a connected PI
container that can establish (inside and/or outside itself) local IoT networks for data collection, and
it is capable of remotely dispatching the gathered information. Such a solution can enable an
improved scalability of the amount and types of IoT sensors capable of providing added value
information.
In this case, the smart PI container will be capable of monitoring the goods encapsulated inside it
and in a Smart PI-mean, as shown in the picture below.

Smart PI-container

It allows the following data collection:
1. The general status of the container, in terms of position and time, as well as aggregated
data as bump, T/H and light.
2. A distributed set of devices capable of monitoring in a pervasive manner inside and
outside the container. Added value functionalities can be added to monitor the presence
or the punctual status of the goods, or the status of container (door open/closed,
sealed/not sealed).
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The smart PI-container communicates remotely with the IoT Cloud platform dispatching all the
information collected. Following the DCSA guidelines, the IoT
device can exploit different paths toward the Cloud, selecting the
most convenient.
The Smart PI Container allows the definition of Smart PI Pallet.
The Smart PI pallet is a connected PI pallet equipped with sensors
capable of implementing special functionality and services
measuring data from specific sensors, generating added value
information regarding the encapsulated goods: for example,
presence, bump, temperature. It can monitor, eventually, Smart
The Smart PI Pallet
PI Packets encapsulated on it and dispatch remotely the collected
information participating of the proposed architecture. Particularly, it can cooperate with higher
level IoT devices or operate in a stand-alone manner if equipped with mobile connectivity.
The concepts of Smart PI Pallet and Smart PI Packet introduce a set of functionalities capable of
improving the performance of the supply chain and its related assets. Consequently several
ICONET business requirements are achieved, implementing:
1. An improved granularity in the goods tracking and monitoring. In this manner, the
tracking and the monitoring services can be done at the level of the pallet or of the packet,
supporting more punctual operations of routing and decision making. This service can, for
example, support logistics operators that implement groupage policies (e.g., the transport
of wine, where punctual temperature and bump is very important), or the improvement of
last mile logistics services. Particularly, certain special edge functionalities can be
implemented, only introducing a special IoT device though for that sector (no other
configuration required).
2. The possibility of implementing improved assets monitoring and management service.
Having the big picture of the availability of assets (e.g., container and pallet), the
optimisation of their usage can improve their efficiency, thus reducing the costs.
3. An enablement of the implementation of circular economy services. This point is the
direct consequence of the previous one. In fact, having the big picture regarding the
position and the availability of the assets (in this case the attention is focused on pallets,
kegs, baskets) efficient and low-cost asset-as-a-service solutions can be implemented. In
this scenario, the re-use of assets is encouraged, thus reducing the environmental impact.
On the other side, the introduction of an IoT device on the standard PI pallet allows the
implementation of encapsulation tracking, enabling an improved granularity in the monitoring
task. In this scenario a unique relationship between the Smart PI pallet and the higher level
gateway (installed, for example, on the Smart PI container or on a truck trailer) is established,
allowing un-ambiguous tracking of goods. In the last mile it can help with monitoring operations,
e.g. understanding where the pallet is uploaded and downloaded. In the warehouse it supports
the automatic inventory functionality and quality monitoring of storage.
Moreover, it allows implementation of punctual, personalised, dedicated and specialised
monitoring functionalities related to the goods encapsulated on it. For example, certain
(expensive) wines need their temperature monitored as they cannot be kept over a certain
temperature for a certain period, to maintain their organoleptic characteristics: in this scenario
special IoT devices can be installed in “special” Smart PI Pallets for these special functions and
interoperate with the IoT environments (exploiting standardised approaches), without the need of
reconfiguring the other IoT devices.
Asset management functionalities can be implemented having the position of “empty” pallets.
These functionalities can improve the circular economy, reducing the environmental impact and
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allowing the implementation of “as-a-service” business models. This scenario fits perfectly with
the realisation of specialised pallets (as previously mentioned), where the cost of the IoT device is
amortised, thus reducing the service costs, and improving its performance.
Finally, other IoT devices can be added to the Smart PI Container to implement important
monitoring functionalities, for example:
1. Predictive maintenance in reefer engines, to understand the health status of the motors to
activate the refrigeration units.
2. Gas monitoring. Having information regarding the compounds’ concentration can support
decision making (e.g., measuring the ethylene to understand the maturity level of the fruit)
and improve the security (e.g., if a dangerous compound is generated inside the container,
the operators can be preventively warned). Moreover, pollution smart sensors can provide
important information to support greener logistics.
3. Consistency of the shipment. A smart seal can notify when and where it is open or closed,
providing added value information regarding the efficiency of the shipment, as well as
detecting tampering actions.
Smart PI means and Smart PI Infrastructure
DCSA IoT standard1 foresees the presence of gateways on the PI means or on the PI infrastructure
(i.e., PI hubs and PI warehouses) capable of collecting data and information relating to the logistics
equipment (i.e., the Smart PI Containers or the Smart PI pallets) as well as added value
measurements from IoT sensors (e.g., pollution sensors, tyre pressure sensors in trucks).
Particularly, DCSA Standard suggests which IoT protocols must be used to be compliant.
The picture below shows an example of how a train becomes a Smart PI mean using the IoT
technologies.

Train as a Smart PI-mean
An IoT enabled PI environment
All the components described in the previous section allow complete visibility of the supply chain
providing information relating to the goods at different levels for the PI users and the involved
stakeholders. In fact, the concepts of Smart PI container, Smart PI Pallets, Smart PI Packet, as well
as PI mean and PI infrastructure provide a ubiquitous connected environment capable of tracking
and monitoring the flow of goods along the supply chain, from the sender to the receiver. The
collected information will be dispatched exploiting the Cloud IoT platform toward the higher OLI
stack level, allowing proactive multimodal routing and fact-based and data-oriented decision
making.
1

DCSA. IoT Container Standards - IoT Standard for Gateway Connectivity Interfaces. 2020.
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ICONET Advisory Board Thursday 24th September 2020

The September 2020 Advisory Board meeting was held online due to the Covid-19 crisis. Makis
Kouloumbis, the Project Manager opened the meeting with a group photograph of the virtual
attendees (see below) and with a reminder that the project is 25 months into its 30-month
timeline and heading towards the final research stages and project completion.

The virtual meeting included a series of expert presentations and discussions on the achievements
of the 4 living labs, and the broader challenges raised by the application of ICONET services and
concepts to real world logistics problems. Living Lab 2 (Corridor-centric PI Network) highlighted
the real-world complexities encountered – for example, the difficulty in gathering data from
supply chain partners and the subsequent high level of collaboration required between different
partners in the project. Sergio Barbarino of P&G presented the operational context of Living Lab 2
as a demonstration of a Physical Internet corridor, explaining that “For those of you who wash the
dishes, Fairy Liquid is manufactured at Mechelen, and we follow this route to West Thurrock!”
Claudio Salvadori focused on the track and trace innovation including the monitoring of in-transit
cargo via a range of newly developed sensors, while Katia Sarsempagieva went into more detail on
the integration of data with blockchain ledgers, how the process turns smart contracts into actual
commands, from routing to shipping instructions. Kostas Zavitsas explained how this routing
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solution dovetails into the Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T), the ongoing development
of a Europe-wide freight and digital communication network.
The Advisory Board members quizzed the research team on various issues raised in the research,
after which a guest presentation was given by Rod Franklin, Professor at Kühne Logistics
University, which outlined the long term ALICE roadmap for the Physical Internet and the barriers
to bringing together a unified approach. Rod stressed the need to overcome historical business
practices: “This is tough! We need to understand all the non-technical elements that need to be
overcome.”
The event concluded with a wide-ranging discussion on the tensions between open shared
platforms and closed bespoke networks, and the extent to which specific incentives and
agreements are required to overcome barriers to collaboration, including the possible future role
of governments in pushing for adoption of PI, for example via enforcing border security and
taxation. Rod argued that the strategy should be to “manage allocation as lightly as possible and
allow the system to do the governing as the internet does”, with open network roaming packages
for PI, “just as we have roaming for mobile phones.” Herve Moulin of Renault said in response that
“Governance is a big issue... I'm concerned that… the system is supposed to be lightly governed. It
seems to be like English and Esperanto. The latter is based on good ideas and is simpler, [but]
English imposed itself easily as the international language because there were mighty players
behind.”
Makis closed the day by thanking the team and Advisory Board Members for participating. The
final General Assembly and Advisory Board meeting was provisionally scheduled for February 3rd,
2021.

ICONET Partners

For more information please visit our website
www.iconetproject.eu
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